Potted Backyard
Tree Catalog
Fowler Nurseries has been producing fruit trees in Placer County since 1912. We are a leader in
our industry, which serves production agriculture. In order to stay on top, we travel the world
discovering new and exciting Varieties and Rootstocks. Fowler Nurseries is pleased to make
available to the homeowner the best of our discoveries as well as the best of the “old tried and
true” HEIRLOOM selections. We hope your shopping experience is enjoyable and informative.

Featuring:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Almonds
Apples
Apricots
Asian Pears
Cherries

•

Nectarines
Peaches - Fresh
Pears
Plums - Fresh and Dried
Rootstocks

How We Ensure You Always Receive A Superior Tree:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Monday – Friday
8:00 AM – 3:00 PM
525 Fowler Road
Newcastle, CA 95658
(916) 645-8191
FowlerTrees.com

Careful selection rootstocks for your various
growing sites
Strict attention to trueness of variety
Grown in mineral-rich, decomposed granite soil,
which creates a fibrous root system
Use a specialized nutrient formula to develop trees
Strict high-quality standards
High level of care by our skilled tree surgeons

Apples, continued.

Almonds
Teeming with essential minerals and healthy nutrients,
almonds are enjoyed in a wide variety of commercial
products. Most almonds are grown in California because of
its Mediterranean-type climate.

Nonpareil
Standard

Granny Smith
Semi-Dwarf

Early October

~Sweet and tart – the best of both worlds~
A classic favorite of green fruit that is perfect for fresheating, baking and cider! The fruit keeps for up to six
months. This is an antique variety from Australia, circa
1868. Heat tolerant. Use Fuji and Honeycrisp as pollenizers

Early September

~The most sought-after almond variety in California~
The Nonpareil shell is characteristically “paper” thin.
Medium to large nut, somewhat flattened. Tree growth is
large, upright and spreading. Almonds require another
almond variety for pollination.

Price
Standard

Early to Med September

~A delicious snack right off the tree~
Price is a sweet almond with a medium sized, plump nut
with a “paper-thin” shell making it delicious right off the
tree. This is a great pollinizer for Nonpareil and is a heavy
bearing variety.

Apples

Asian Pears
Asian pears are some of the sweetest and crunchiest pears
you’ll find. No waiting, you pick them ripe from the tree.
This group of Asian Pears offers a mix of fine quality
varieties that harvest a truly unique product. They are
commonly referred to as apple pears, salad pears or Nashi.

20th Century
Standard

(Nijisseiki)
Mid August

~Smooth Skin~
Medium-size fruit with firm, white, crisp flesh. It is sweettart with a green to greenish-yellow smooth skin. Thin for
better fruit size. Fruit will store for up to five months in the
refrigerator! For best production add a pollinizer.

Rich in vitamins and delicious to eat. Best of all, an apple a
day keeps the doctor away.

Atago

Firestorm™ Honeycrisp

~Beautiful, Large Fruit~
Extra-large fruit. Skin is an attractive golden brown with a
crisp, sweet and juicy off-white flesh. It has a long bloom
period, which makes it a good pollinizer. Fruit will hang on
the tree for a long time, and little to no thinning needed.
Pollinizer needed.

Semi-Dwarf

Early to Mid August

~An all-encompassing delight~
Firestorm™ Honeycrisp has more red coloring than a
typical Honeycrisp while maintaining the unique flavor and
texture that makes this apple highly sought after. The
apple is rated one of the highest in sensory evaluations –
this fruit has it all! Use Fuji and Granny Smith as
pollenizers.

Ambrosia®
Semi-Dwarf

Late August to Early September

~Refreshing with floral notes~
Ambrosia® apples are unlike other apples. Less sugar is
needed when cooking with them as they are naturally
sweet. The low acid levels make them slow to brown/oxidize
– perfect for slicing in the morning and enjoying at lunch
time. Lastly, Ambrosia apples keep well in the refrigerator
longer than other varieties. Use Honeycrisp and Granny
Smith as pollenizers.

Aztec® Fuji
Dwarf

Late September

~Sweet flavor of a Fuji~
Aztec® Fuji originates from New Zealand and has gained
popularity in the US. It is a full-colored, blush type without
the typical stripes of a Fuji. Considered a dessert apple and
will store a long time in the refrigerator. Thin skinned and a
good crunch makes this an enjoyable sweet treat. Use
Granny Smith and Honeycrisp as pollenizers.

Standard

Mid August

Shinko
Standard

Mid to Late August

~Exceptional flavor~
Very popular variety. Fruit is medium to large with
excellent quality. Skin is golden brown and russeted. Flesh
is juicy and sweet. Medium size tree, heavy bearer; shows
some fireblight resistance. For best production add a
pollinizer.

Ya Li
Standard

Mid September

~ Flavor with notes of cinnamon, anise, spice and
vanilla~
Large to medium fruit with white flesh and a sweet fragrant
flavor and aroma. Green to light green skin. Vigorous,
upright spreading tree growth. Productive. Storage life is
approx. 6 months. A smooth and glossy Chinese pear. For
best production add a pollinizer.

Cherries

Nectarines

Who can resist a sweet, firm cherry? Few. That’s why
cherries have become a worldwide favorite and are
considered a sweet delicacy. We’ve made the best cherry
varieties available to you. Any self-fertile varieties are a
good choice for pollinizers.

A taste so heavenly, nectarines were named after the Greek
God Nekter and thereafter considered the drink of the gods.
Many of these varieties are long-time favorites at farmers’
markets and others are newer releases from around the
world. All nectarines are self-fertile.

Santina™

(USPP Pending)

Turquoise™ (white)

Semi-Dwarf

Mid May

~Heart-shaped sweetie~
Oval-shaped fruit, slightly larger than Bing with similar
firmness and good flavor for an early cherry. Mahogany skin
has a bright luster. Early harvest and moderately tolerant
to rain cracking. Self-fertile.

Burgundy Pearl ®
Semi-Dwarf

(NY 38L cv.)
Late May

~Standout Flavor~
Burgundy Pearl® produces very large, crack resistant, dark
fruit that ripes five days before Bing. Experience an
explosion of flavor when biting into the fruit with above
average firmness. Burgundy Pearl® has very good storage
qualities. Use a self-fertile variety as a pollinizer.

Rainier

(white)

Semi-Dwarf

Late May

~Sought-after, sweet delight~
Considered a “white cherry” because of its golden yellow and
appealing red blush skin color. Flesh has clear yellow color
with exceptional taste. Large, firm fruit, considered top
quality. Tree is large and very productive. Use Bing or a
self-fertile variety as a pollinizer.

Van
Semi-Dwarf

Late May

~Irresistible, ruby-red cherries~
This cherry cross was made in 1936 – a truly great
heirloom. Fruit is medium-large in size, deep red in color
and firm with flavor similar to Bing. Cold hardy, reliable
and heavy bearing. Enjoy magnificent cherry blossoms in
spring. Crack resistant. An excellent pollinizer for other
cherries.

Black Pearl®
Semi-Dwarf

(NY8139 cv.)
Early June

~Flavor, crunch, and more flavor!~
This is a vigorous producer of high-quality, elegant fruit. It
has exceptional firmness with a distinguishable crunch that
explodes with 20% sugar which enhances the cherry flavor.
Stores well and is crack resistant. Use Lapins or Rainier as
a pollinizer.

Lapins
Semi-Dwarf

Mid June

~Mouth Watering Flavor~
Large and firm fruit with exceptional, mouth-watering
flavor and a dark red skin. Resistant to rain cracking. Selffertile. Excellent pollinizer.

Semi-Dwarf

Monprine cv.
Early June

~ Beautifully colored Nectarine from France~
A consistent and highly productive variety with white flesh
and jaw-dropping red skin. The round fruit boasts a crisp
flesh with balanced sweet and acid flavor.

Jade™

(white)

Standard

Momee cv. (PAF)
Late June

~Exceptional flavor and superior size~
Sweet but with a hint of acid, large fruit with exceptional
color and white flesh. Tree is moderately vigorous.

Flavortop
Standard and Semi-Dwarf

Mid July

~The name says it all~
A large, juicy nectarine with a perfect balance of sweet and
tangy flavor. Yellow-fleshed fruit with a red-orange skin.
The blossoms are plentiful and showy in the spring. Thin
the bountiful crop for larger, highest-quality
fruit. Originated in Fresno in 1969.

Zee Grand
Semi-Dwarf

Mid July

~Good, mid-season variety~
Good firmness, excellent flavor, some acid, and highly
colored skin. Tree is moderately vigorous and productive.

Ambre™
Standard and Semi-Dwarf

Monam cv.
Early August

~Unique flavor~
Firm, large fruit. Sub-acid and yellow-fleshed with unusual
floral aromas and excellent flavor. Skin is red to orange-red
over a yellow background.

Fantasia
Standard

Early August

~Old flavorful variety~
This large freestone is bright yellow with a bright red blush.
Flesh is firm and yellow with a delicious flavor. The tree is
notably vigorous and productive. Moderate chilling
required.

Pears, continued.

Peaches - Fresh
Today there are numerous varieties of peaches. Here you’ll
find some of the finest varieties based on optimum color,
taste, firmness and marketability. All peaches are selffertile.

Dean
Standard

Early July

~ A Fowler heirloom variety~
A large peach that was discovered in 1950 and introduced
by Fowler Nurseries in 1960. A delicious, highly-flavored
yellow fleshed peach that is moderately juicy, a good quality
for canning.

Delight
Standard and Semi-Dwarf

Late July

~A Fowler Nurseries original~
Large fruit with firm, yellow flesh and excellent flavor.
Skin is blushed. A favorite at fruit stands or in family
orchards, Delight has many uses.

Alamar
Standard and Semi-Dwarf

Mid August

~A local heirloom variety~
Alamar was discovered in 1940 in Winters, CA and was the
930th peach ever patented. This yellow fleshed peach has
yellow skin and is highly blushed. First class flavor. A great
option for storing in the freezer or eating fresh.

Summerset
Standard and Semi-Dwarf

Mid September

~Late harvest~
Large fruit with firm, yellow flesh and melting good flavor.
Skin has a bright blush over yellow. Late harvest and very
productive.

Mid July

~Earliest maturing red pear~
Fruit is large, dark red in color with bright white flesh.
Flavor is excellent. Summer heat will not fade the red color
– perfect for hot California areas. Storage life is very short,
4 weeks. Use Bartlett, Harrow Delight, or Comice as a
pollinizer or an Asian pear.

Bartlett
Semi-Dwarf

Mid July to Early August

~Most popular pear grown today~
Picked green, but enjoyed when it ripens to a soft yellow,
sometimes with a slight blush. Flesh is sweet and tender.
Excellent fresh or canned. Fruit is large and appealing. Tree
bears early, heavily and regularly. This variety is self-fertile
in our area or add another variety for consistent production.

Golden Russet Bosc
Semi-Dwarf

Late August

~Great for poached pears~
As this large, long necked pear ripens it puts on a smooth,
bronze russet. Flesh is juicy, sweet and slightly granular.
A favorite for eating and cooking. Use Bartlett as a
pollinizer.

Comice
Standard and Semi-Dwarf

Late September

~Considered the King of pears~
Comice is a large, roundish rich fruit. Flesh is fine grained
(smooth) with a delectable flavor that melts in your mouth.
Skin color is yellow with a slight blush. Best eaten fresh
after a short storage period. Tree growth is vigorous with
good production. Can be self-fertile, but for consistent
production use Super Red as a pollinizer.

Standard

Called the “butter fruit” because of its smooth texture, pears
are enjoyed fresh, baked, poached, sautéed, canned or dried.
Fowler Nurseries offers an extensive selection of old and
new varieties from all over the world.

B.P. Morettini
Mid July

~Wonderful texture~
Bartlett-shaped, sweet and smooth melting texture. Skin is
yellow with a lovely red blush. High yielding. Harvest
approximately two weeks before Bartlett. Super Red would
be an excellent pollinizer or try any Asian Pear. Bartlett or
Seckel are acceptable pollinizers.

Harrow Delight
Semi-Dwarf

Semi-Dwarf

Forelle

Pears

Standard

Super Red

Mid July

~Fireblight resistant~
Fruit is large, flavorful and sweet. Very similar to Bartlett.
This variety is less susceptible to fireblight disease than our
other pears. Use Bartlett or Comice as a pollinizer.

Late September

~An heirloom from the 1600s~
Although a smaller piece of fruit, the Forelle pear makes up
for it in sweet flavor, a slightly crisp texture and beautiful
appearance. Originally from Germany, the word Forelle
translates to “trout”. It is thought that it earned its name
due to the similarity between the pear’s brilliant red
lenticles and colors of a Rainbow trout.

Plums / Prunes
Prized for their sweetness, dried plums are a delicious
source of vitamins A, B and E. They are enjoyed fresh, in
baked goods and as juice.

Satsuma
Standard and Semi-Dwarf

Late July to Early August

~Great fresh or in preserves ~
Medium in size, dark dull red skin with deep red flesh.
Solid, meaty texture with mild, sweet flavor. Small pit is
semi-freestone. Use Santa Rosa as the pollinizer. Japanesetype plum.

Tulare Giant
Semi-Dwarf

Early August

~Large European-type plum~
Oval-shaped fruit, substantially larger than the standard
French. It has a dark purple skin and was bred for the
fresh market. Tree is very vigorous and productive.
European-type plum. Use Muir Beauty as the pollinizer.

Muir Beauty™
Semi-Dwarf

(USPP# 15547)
Early August

~Sweet with beautiful coloring ~
Fresh or dried, this plum is delicious and very sweet. Its
skin is light bluish-purple and has a thick, meaty flesh that
is an amber-yellow color. The tree is a vigorous grower and
forms a very upright tree. European-type plum. Self-fertile.

Thank You
FOR YOUR SUPPORT AND
BEING A PART OF OUR
LONGEVITY!

